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The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

THOUGHTS OF THE WEEK: “Such was the state of England. Here you saw a people, inhabiting the 
most productive land in the world, a people to whom God had given a large portion of all his choicest blessings, 
safety from foreign foes, climate, soil, mines, woods, downs, flocks and herds, and, above all, industry perfectly 
unparalleled; a people, too, whose forefathers gave them the best laws that ever existed in the world; here you 
saw this people, who were famed for their willing obedience to the laws, and whose forefathers had scorned the 
thought of maintaining even a single soldier except in case of war; here you saw this people, whose laws said 
that no man should be taxed without his own consent; first reduced to a state of half-starvation; next
setting the laws at defiance; and then attacked by a standing army sent against them to capture them and put 
them in prison. Such were the effects of heavy taxes, and particularly when raised for the purpose of upholding 
a funding system, which was a system of usury and monopoly added to that of grinding taxation.”
William Cobbett – The Progress of a Plough-Boy to a Seat in Parliament as Exemplified in the History of the Life of William Cobbett 1933 (p.253-4 )

   It is Sunday, a time for deep reflection. Christian conservatives, like me, practice cognitive dissonance all the 
time, living in contradictions. We think, in the privacy of our own homes, or in our isolated corners of the web, 
that are not yet censored, that we live in a conservative Christian culture, as the foundations of law, literature 
whatever are, or were, Christian. But, the goal posts have long been moved and the proof of this is that many 
Christian conservatives seek alternative church venues, once they find that their old church has become, by a 
process of Fabian gradualism, progressive, and traditions turned to dust in their hands.
   Then there is the complete deconstruction of the traditional concept of marriage and the family, now accepted 
by the democratic majority (and if not, then the highest courts will make it law, and to hell with democracy).
  But it is now many dimensions worse than even that. Religious freedom, the right to scream out in existential/
theological pain against those murdering one’s former culture has been essentially undermined in the name of 
progressive liberal values. Now there is a battle to preserve anything at all:

https://www.2gb.com/one-nation-to-introduce-israel-folau-legislation-to-protect-religious-freedoms/ 

“One Nation will introduce a private member’s bill aimed at protecting religious freedoms and is demanding 
Scott Morrison do the same. Former federal Labor leader Mark Latham is pushing for the legislation in his 
new role as NSW One Nation leader. It comes in response to GoFundMe cancelling Israel Folau’s fundraiser.
Mr Latham tells Alan Jones “these laws are well overdue” and should be implemented at a federal level as 
well. “Scott Morrison spoke about them in the federal election campaign but they’ve been pushed out to yet 
another review.”

   We can anticipate that this will be opposed by all progressives just as the attempt to control the section 18 C 
dragon was opposed, and freedom of speech defeated. Leaving everything until one nanosecond to doomsday, 
is not a great strategy. For example, even the legacy of the destruction of the traditional family and the 
oppressive regime of feminism will have longer-term ramifications:

“[A] growing class of bachelors who, in another age would have been married productive citizens, is an 
ominous sign of the anarchy and chaos to come, one that Western society ignores at its own peril. 
            (continued next page)
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TEACHING IN BODY ARMOUR! By James Reed
     I saw this coming, but over in the land of the totally 
crazy, they are dealing with the social breakdown, 
reflected in the blackboard jungle, by wearing body 
armour:

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/
protective-gear-classrooms-teachers-worry-1.5187694

“Growing up, all she wanted was to become a teacher.
She realized her dream, and at first she loved the job. 
But now she says violence in the classroom has spun 
so far out of control that she has to wear protective 
sleeves to guard against attacks by students. 
‘I've seen principals get hurt by students, I've seen 
blood on them. [Educational Assistants] get kicked in 
the head, punched, spat at,’ she said. CBC has agreed 
to protect the teacher's identity because she fears 
speaking to the media could harm her career. Her 
concerns match those of other educators across Ontario 
who say the verbal abuse and physical violence is 
leaving them injured and exhausted, and are calling 
on school boards and the province to provide more 
support. The teacher worked at several schools in the 

Ottawa-Carleton District School Board (OCDSB) and 
is qualified to teach students between Grades 4 and 12. 
She began teaching about 15 years ago, but it was only 
after returning from time off to have children that she 
realized things had changed for the worse. ‘I remember 
my first day back in a particular school, and I got home 
and I just wanted to call and say I'm not coming back,’ 
she said. Because her elementary school classroom had 
students with severe behavioural issues, the teacher 
said she was required to wear protective sleeves on her 
arms to guard against pinching, scratching and biting. 
‘I was thinking of the students in the class, like, how 
do they feel about seeing their teachers in armour?  
I'm still in shock about it.”

  Looks like pubic school education is pretty much over, 
simply being too dangerous for everyone concerned. 
When the multicult was being built, who could have 
seen this one coming like a bullet, so to speak? Still with 
robotics, fully armoured teachers, complete with mini 
guns and flame throwers may be able to restore some 
resemblance of order in the classrooms of the West. ***

LETTER TO THE EDITOR By Nigel Jackson
     Controversy over the new classroom inclusivity 
guidelines published by the University of New South 
Wales needs to take account of several factors (2/7  “Uni 
puts ethnicity into study of science”). One is the need 
for science to be "race, religion and sex-blind", since 
“science is culture-free by definition”, but this does 
not mean that the claim for science that it is "universal 
knowledge" can be supported. There is reason to believe 
that the fundamental outlook and methodology of science 
is limited, that there are other kinds of knowledge 
which are accessed by faculties other than the logical 

mind and reason on which science relies. Wollongong 
University archaeologist Richard Fullagar rightly 
points out that there is an overlap between science and 
indigenous knowledge, and that indigenous beliefs are 
often supported by scientific research. Other indigenous 
knowledge is more profound than that and relates to 
areas of experience and human faculties beyond the 
purview of science. One example is the "pointing the 
bone" ceremony and the "singing to death" of targeted 
individuals hundreds of miles away. Such knowledge is 
worthy of study, but not under the rubric of science. ***

(continued from previous page) In all societies, a growing 
body of sexless or undersexed, unwanted men is a 
powerful destabilizing force; if there are no wars to 
kill off society’s excess men or allow men to capture 
and enslave women as spoils of war, then it is only a 
matter of time before the government must quell large-
scale rebellion.”

  Rebellions and wars, driven by an inequitable 
distribution of sexual resources, are by no means a rare 
occurrence or a feature of the human evolutionary past. 
Sociobiologist David Barash argues that the Arab Spring 
of 2010 to 2012, the massive anti-government protests 
and armed rebellions against the regimes of North Africa 
and the Middle East, were largely driven by male sexual 
frustration and loneliness. In his words:

“...a substantial underlying driver of social unrest 
was the widespread tradition in many Arab societies 

whereby even monogamous marriage isn’t tenable 
until a would-be groom has accumulated sufficient 
wealth to ‘afford’ a bride.” (2016) The liberalization 
of sexual standards has practically destroyed family 
life and created an environment in which female 
hyperselectivity can flourish without being reined in 
by the dominant males who control society. Excessive 
polygyny and female hyperselectivity cannot long 
continue without some kind of violent response. 
Internecine strife over scarce sexual resources was 
endemic to Stone Age hunter-gatherer and Neolithic 
agropastoralist societies, which is why rulers 
constrained their polygynous tendencies or introduced 
monogamy to pacify inferior males; but now that 
Western elites have abandoned legally enforced 
monogamy, the time has once again become ripe for 
open rebellion against the status quo.”

  It will be interesting to see how this all pans out. ***
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SHOCKING CENSORSHIP! By “Jammers” Reed
     It is one thing to censor us, as part of the process of 
exterminating people like me, like the insect life we are, 
but quite another that countries like Russia dare to censor 
the cream of liberal culture. It is simply shocking, and 
reason enough for Donald Trump, himself as progressive 
on this issue as anyone, to launch a full-scale nuclear 
attack on Putin, aiming right for his castle:

https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/

elton-john-vladimir-putin-lgbtq-rocketman-censorship

“Elton John took to Twitter on Friday to respond to 
Russian President Vladimir Putin's recent interview 
with the Financial Times. In the interview, published 
on Thursday, Putin said Russia has ‘no problem with 
LGBT persons. ... Let everyone be happy,’ but John, 
72, called Putin's words hypocritical since a Russian 
distributor censored LGBTQ-related scenes from 
‘Rocketman,’ a film based on John's life and career.
‘Dear President Putin, I was deeply upset when I 
read your recent interview in The Financial Times,’ 
the ‘Tiny Dancer’ singer wrote. ‘I strongly disagree 
with your view that pursuing policies that embrace 
multicultural and sexual diversity are obsolete in 
our societies.’ He continued: ‘I find duplicity in 
your comment that you want LGBT people to 'be 
happy' and that 'we have no problem in that'. Yet 
Russian distributors chose to heavily censor my film 
'Rocketman' by removing all references to my finding 
true happiness through my 25-year relationship with 
[husband] David [Furnish] and the raising of my 
two beautiful sons. ‘This feels like hypocrisy to me,’ 
John added. ‘I am proud to live in a part of the world 
where our governments have evolved to recognise 
the universal human right to love whoever we want.’ 
The star went on to say he is "truly grateful for the 
advancement in government policies that have allowed 
and legally supported’ his marriage to Furnish, 
56.  Earlier this month, Russian gay rights activists 
and cultural figures criticized a local distributor of 
‘Rocketman’ for censoring gay sex scenes within the 
movie. At the time, Russian news agencies reported 
that the distribution company said the scenes were cut 

to conform with Russian law, however, the Ministry 
of Culture said it was not involved in the decision. 
(In 2013, the country passed a law banning so-called 
propaganda supporting non-traditional sexuality from 
being made available to minors.) In response, John 
and the filmmakers released a joint statement that said: 
‘The local distributor has edited out certain scenes, 
denying the audience the opportunity to see the film 
as it was intended, is a sad reflection of the divided 
world we still live in and how it can still be so cruelly 
unaccepting of the love between two people.”

     No doubt after the coming nuclear war between 
the US and the tag team of China and Russia, who 
are refusing to accept our enlightened Western liberal 
standards of everything, the entire world will become a 
happy globe of self-satisfied hedonistic consumers.
     In the meantime, Elton can take consolation that his 
movie will probably still go well in much of Africa and 
the Middle East, even New Guinea, places much more 
enlightened than Putin’s Russia. Just watch this terrifying 
video of Vlad the lad in action, and feel the shame, the 
white guilt etc. Imagine saying that liberalism, an eternal 
philosophy has “outlived its purpose,” when its purpose 
was to destroy us!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FW21SWku5Q

Putin: “One can criticize President Trump as much as 
they want for the wish to build a wall between Mexico 
and the US. Maybe that’s excessive, I don’t know. 
But he has to do something with the flow of migrants 
and drugs, doesn’t he? No one is doing anything. The 
liberal idea presupposed that nothing needs to be done. 
Migrants can kill, plunder, and rape with impunity 
because their rights as migrants must be protected. 
What rights? Every crime must have its punishment. 
So, the idea [of liberalism] has outlived itself and came 
into conflict with the interests of the overwhelming 
majority of the population.”

     Maybe Australia could use section 18 C to control 
Putin? Maybe take away his Facebook page, or Twitter? 
What do you think, Zucky?    ***

IT IS ONLY RIGHT TO PUT MIGRANTS, 1ST, 2ND & 3RD PLACE! By Richard Miller
It is the logic of Leftism and globalism, to give all 
priority to migrants, the replacement group. It is only 
logical. Thus, Sweden is moving in the right direction on 
the housing issue:

“A survey from the Swedish National Board of 
Housing, Building, and Planning has shown that while 
young people are struggling to find homes, half of the 
local governments give new migrants priority.
The survey, which saw data gathered from 290 
Swedish municipalities, highlighted the fact that 

young Swedes are having an increasingly difficult 
time finding housing with 230 saying they had a 
shortage for young people, Nyheter Idag reports. 
Fewer municipalities, 221, said they had a shortage of 
housing for new migrants, and 135 said they had given 
preference to new migrants for housing, compared to 
just 12 who said they had given young people priority 
for homes in their areas.”

  The Darwinian consequences of this are that young 
native Swedes may become somewhat tougher, sleeping 
in the snow.       ***
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     That is the big question:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-7173125/Sperm-bank-
set-space-study-suggests.html

“Women could be sent in to space with a selection 
of sperm ready to populate other planets, researchers 
say, as they test the effects of zero-gravity on semen. 
Frozen sperm could be transported in to space to 
'open the possibility of creating a human sperm 
bank outside of Earth', say researchers at the Dexeus 
women's health centre in Barcelona. This could mean 
male astronauts are replaced by all-women teams in 
order to reproduce while in space. But further work 
is needed in order to fully understand the effect of 
space conditions and different levels of gravity. 
Frozen samples exposed to micro gravity conditions 

IS NASA SEXIST? By Mrs Vera West
and those kept on the ground all seem to stay healthy, 
the researchers say. The study has been presented at 
the European Society of Human Reproduction and 
Embryology annual meeting in Vienna, Austria.  
It comes after NASA published a paper arguing single-
sex crews are best for cohesion and women are more 
likely to be co-operative.” 

  This all goes contrary to the ruling ideology that 
‘diversity is our strength,’ sexual equality and all that 
jazz.  As for women-only crews being more cooperative 
than men, this runs contrary to an entire anthology 
dealing with male bonding, brotherhood and tribalism, 
and the well-known difficulty, that I covered in another 
article, about women cooperating with other women, on 
earth.       ***

     At first it begins with the migration into new spaces 
by a few, then, slowly, increasing numbers. Local insects 
may at first be mildly concerned, but soon it is a battle 
for existing food resources, which the invaders can more 
effectively utilise. Over time, natural selection works 
its magic, and the populations change, by demographic 
displacement:

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/786417/

britain-asian-hornets-killer-human-sting-fatal-venom-nests-channel-islands

“BRITAIN is braced for an invasion of “killer” Asian 
Hornets as 80 queens have already been found in the 
UK. The insects – which can grow up to 1.6 inches 
– have powerful stings which can be fatal to humans 
with just a single strike if the person is allergic. Record 
numbers of nests have been found on Jersey as there 
are fears they will move onto the mainland. The fight 
is on-going on the Channel Island and is seen as a 
crucial battle-ground to stop the spread. Just one of the 
foreign menaces can eat up to 50 bees a day and their 
impact on honey production could be devastating.”

  Along with colony collapse disorder, the life of bees, 
and human food production could be numbered.    ***

INVASIVE SPECIES ATTACK!  
By Brian Simpson

     It is hard to keep up on how Big Sister is working to 
monitor us. Have you heard of heart beat surveillance? 
No? Well here is what you need to know:

https://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/mass-surveillance-the-pentagon-can-now-

id-you-by-your-heartbeat-with-a-laser_06272019

“As if we aren’t being tracked, recorded, and monitored 
enough, the Pentagon now has a laser that can identify 
a person by their heartbeat. Your heartbeat is going to 
be a lot harder to hide than your face… So, when is 
enough surveillance enough? Apparently, there’s no line 
the government can cross that will rile up the masses. 
We’ve got facial recognition in airports and schools, 
cars that can be unlocked just by looking at them, 
technology that can detect a person’s unique way of 
walking, and of course the ubiquitous fingerprint, used 
for everything from smartphones to event ticketing. 
Next on the agenda…Your heartbeat, according to an 
article written by Engadget. As MIT Technology Review 
reports, the Pentagon has developed a laser that can 
identify people from a distance by their heartbeat alone. 
The technology, known as Jetson, uses laser vibrometry 
to identify surface movement on the skin caused by a 
heartbeat, and it works from 200 meters away.
Everyone’s cardiac signature is unique, and unlike 
faces and fingerprints, it can’t be altered in any way. As 
with facial recognition and other biometrics which rely 
on optimal conditions, though, Jetson does have a few 
challenges. It works through regular clothing such as 
a shirt, but not thicker garments, such as a winter coat. 
It also takes about 30 seconds to collect the necessary 
information, so right now it only works if the target is 
sitting or standing still. And, of course, its efficiency 
would also depend on some kind of cardiac database. 
Nonetheless, under the right conditions, Jetson has over 
95 percent accuracy. –Engadget.  ***

BIG SISTER SURVEILLANCE BY 
HEART BEAT By Brian Simpson
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